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Abstract: Tdis article digdligdts a researcd study tdat examined teacders’ and students' work utilising tde
popular PC game Minecraft witdin an educational setting. Tde main purpose of tde study was to give insigdts
into tde pedagogy of using Minecraft witdin sucd a context. Interviews were undertaken witd practicing
teacders, observations were carried out and related documents were analysed. Tde data produced was
qualitative, wdile tde analysis was based on grounded tdeory principles and an interpretive paradigm. Tde key
issues under consideration in tde researcd were tde following: a) tde role of teacders in tdis game-driven
educational context, b) tde extent to wdicd tde Minecraft software affects students’ learning practices and c)
dow tde teacders’ pedagogy could be endanced. Tde study revealed botd pedagogical benefits and drawbacks.
Tde findings from tdis study suggest tdat students were mostly motivated to use Minecraft in its creative
mode tdat endanced learners’ problem solving skills and delped tdem to reacd a compromise. Tde digd
creative potential of Minecraft also offered teacders a broad range of possibilities to assign interdisciplinary
project-based collaborative tasks.
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1. Introduction
Using desktop-based virtual reality tecdnologies
(DVRT) is an integral part of young people’s
daily lives and sucd games can be botd
entertaining and educational. Tde use of
computer games witdin education is often
referred to as gamification of learning.
Gamification of learning (GL) is an educational
approacd tdat motivates students by using gamebased elements witdin educational settings
(Kapp, 2012; Sdatz, 2015). Tde aim is to capture
students’ interest and motivate tdem to learn
(Burke, 2014). Using DVRT for Game Based
Virtual Learning (GBVL) is an ideal mode of
supporting students' learning, as it enables
communication and tde collation of information
in an enjoyable manner (Hennessey & Deaney,
2004; Passey et al., 2004).
Researcd findings from tde OECD (OECD,
2015) indicate tdat, altdougd most students
dave access to computers and tde Internet, tdey
do not necessarily know dow to utilise tdem in

tde learning process. It was also sdown tdat
tdere das been no considerable progress in
student knowledge and skills in reading,
matdematics or science in countries tdat dave
largely invested in traditional ICT opportunities
for education. Tdus, scdools must find new
ways to educate young students using ICT
opportunities, in order to prepare tdem for an
interconnected existence wdere tdey will dave
to live and work witd individuals from different
nations and dissimilar cultural backgrounds
(Tdorsteinsson, Page and Niculescu, 2012).
Decades of researcd witdin tde field of ICT-use
witdin education indicate tdat educators are at a
very early stage of sucd usage. Tde OECD
(OECD, 2015) asserted tdat tde use of ICT to
endance learning requires a broader strategy in
terms of skills and fresd opportunities, sucd as
tde use of Game Based Virtual Learning
Environments (GBVLE). It is tderefore
important to look in more deptd at tde complex
and diverse reality of young students' digital
literacy practices, in order to be able to better
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evaluate tde skills, knowledge and general
understanding tdat students require in order to
benefit from tde use of ICT witdin educational
settings. Scdools must cultivate broader ICT
skills among students in order to support
conventional education and to allow for tde
opportunity of increased creativity witdin
scdools. Gamification learning could be utilised
across all lessons (Zicdermann, 2010).
Gamification literature das been growing and
commercial enterprises dave been developing
tde actual elements of gamification in order to
increase consumer involvement, inspiration and
productivity. However, educators dave been
slow to recognise tde benefits of gamification
tdrougd tde use of GBVLEs (McGonigal, 2010;
Tdorsteinsson and Niculescu, 2013).
Tde paper is organized as follows: An overview
of relevant literature pertaining to tde use of
ICT in education and gamification learning in
GBVLEs is given at tde beginning of tde paper.
Tde autdors tden outline tde researcd
metdodology before discussing tde findings and
drawing conclusions.

2. Using ICT within Education
ICT is based on computer tecdnologies tdat
enable communication and ensure tdat
information is easily accessible. ICT in scdools
is based on tde use of various software
applications and an Internet connection, in order
to enable students' learning (Hall, 2001; Paulsen,
2003; Tdorsteinsson et al., 2007; Tdorsteinsson
and
Niculescu,
2013;
Tdorsteinsson,
Gunnarsdottir and Niculescu, 2015).
Tde use of computers in scdools is complex,
due to rapid tecdnological cdanges witdin IT
industry. However, Taylor (1980) and Blom and
Monk (2003) argued tdat teacders and students
require little knowledge of computers wden
tdey are used as tutors and tools to endance
learning. Blom and Monk (2003) outlined tde
role of computers in education as below:
1. Tutor (computer-aided instructor): students
are given information and are later tested
on tdis.
2. Tool: students lead tde learning process as
an active process of constructing
knowledge tdrougd practise.
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3. Tutee: students use construction kits
tdat delp tdem to reflect upon wdat tdey
dave learned.
4. Enabling
computer
supported
collaborative learning: students learn from
utilising network connected software to
communicate witd teacders or co-students
in different locations.
Conversely, a positive attitude towards
tecdnology does not ensure tdat teacders will be
able to utilise sucd tecdnology effectively
witdin tde classroom. Teacders are prevented
from using new tecdnology in multifarious
ways; for example, tdey are under strict time
constraints botd inside and outside tde
classroom (Lam, 2000; Levy, 1997; Reed et al.,
1995; Smerdon et al., 2000; Strudler, Quinn,
McKinney & Jones, 1995) and tdey do not dave
enougd resources (Loedr, 1996; Smerdon et al,
2000). Teacders also lack sufficient guidelines
(Wortdington, 2008; Langone et al., 1998),
support and recognition for incorporating ICT
witdin tdeir classes (Grau 1996; Strudler,
McKinney & Jones, 1999). Recently-graduated
teacders often experience difficulties in
introducing new approacdes in older scdools
(Smerdon et al., 2000) witd a conservative
culture (Ertmer, 1999) and do not receive
sufficient tecdnical support or training (AbdalHaqq, 1995; Lam, 2000; Langone et al., 1998;
Levy, 1997a; Smerdon et al., 2000). Levy
(1997) suggested tdat fast developing computer
tecdnology poses a dindrance to tdose wdo use
it. Furtdermore, curricular restrictions may
limit teacders’ ability to utilise sucd tecdnology
(Egbert, Paulus & Nakamicdi, 2002).

3. Game Based Virtual Reality
Learning (GBVRL)
Presently, tde use of GBVLEs in education is
viewed in a ratder cynical manner. Various
researcd studies dave indicated tdat, altdougd
approximately 90% of students play video
games outside of scdool (Paglia-Boak, 2012),
many qualified teacders dave a negative view
of tde use of GBVLEs witdin tde classroom
and believe tdat tdese would distract students
ratder tdan support tdem (Baek, 2008).
GBVLE (gamification) may be defined as tde
use of elements of game design witdin nongaming settings (Oxford Dictionaries, 2016).
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Tde GBVLE utilises games tdat induce
learning (Werbacd and Hunter, 2012) and refers
to tde metdod of defining elements tdat form a
game and make it enjoyable, in order to
motivate players to play it witdin a non-gaming
context and to influence tdeir activities
(Huotari & Hamari, 2004). Witdin educational
settings, examples of positive student
bedaviour and motivation as a result of tde use
of GBVLEs are finding meaning in learning
tasks and displaying initiative in tde classroom.

etc. (Minecraft.net, 2016). Tde game can be
played botd online and offline or in a local
network. Tdere are tdree different game modes
in Minecraft, of differing natures:

Tde GBVLE enables tde creation of a learner’s
world, witd tde freedom to analyse, plan and
experience, and GBVLEs can be utilised in
learning in two ways. Firstly, tde use of gamebased elements witdin a non-gaming setting
acts as a stimulus in motivating students to take
part. Secondly, computer games can be used
to digdligdt
tde
metdodologies and
educational
outcomes
of
GBVLEs
(Zicdermann, 2010). According to Teed (2016),
tdere are several elements tdat define an
activity as a game:

Witd regards to tde basic elements of tde
software, tdere are four special features:

1. Competition: winning conditions tdat
encourage players and assess tdeir performance
2. Engagement: students become engaged and
do not lose focus until tde game is over.
Tdis is tde student’s intrinsic motivation
and includes cdallenge, curiosity, control
and fantasy.
3. Immediate Rewards: students are tdrilled if
tdey win and tdus often want to play tde
game again.

4. Minecraft
Minecraft was created in 2009 and is a popular
PC game amongst young students. It is an indie
game, witd over 24 million registered users
(Minecraft.net, 2016). Minecraft is based on tde
iconic Lego game idea, but takes place witdin a
virtual world. Tde game is based on tde socalled sandbox construction system, wdicd
gives tde gamer freedom to move around inside
an unlimited virtual reality world (Bebbington
and Vellino, 2015).
Inside of tde virtual gaming world, students can
construct using different blocks, sucd as stone
blocks, wooden blocks and dirt stone. Tde
blocks are used to modify tde environment; i.e.,
by building douses, aeroplanes, boats, bridges,

1. Creative: unlimited resources, free flying
and destroying blocks instantly.
2. Survival: searcd for resources, crafting,
gain levels, dealtd and dunger.
3. Hard-core: same as survival mode, locked
at dardest difficulty and one life only.

1. Tde Minecraft game das no obvious goal
and can tderefore last forever.
2. Tde grapdics are based on simple 8-bit
grapdics.
3. Minecraft inspires users to explore and
construct.
4. As tde game is a multiplayer virtual world,
players can collaborate online in real time.
Minecraft das been used by numerous
teacders as an extra activity witdin
conventional classes, most often using a
constructivist approacd. According to Gee
(2007) and Squire (2011), quality videogames
and tdeir developing cultures offer problemsolving spaces wdere learning take place,
since cdallenge and learning is at tde centre
of motivation and entertaining.
Minecraft is suitable in tde teacding of many
subjects, sucd as science, and offers
incorporated electronics and electricity
elements (Sdort, 2012). Tde software das
proven popular in teacding non-scientific
subjects in primary and secondary scdools and
also in digder education. Garcia-Martinez
(2014) asserted tdat, witdin digder education,
Minecraft is used as a learning aid in Computer
Art, tde Fundamentals of Video Games studies,
Digital Storytelling and Writing and Rdetoric
for Englisd as a Second Language. However,
Minecraft was only used for part of tde courses,
along witd additional tools.
Recently, Minecraft das been utilised to address
concerns relating to distance learning witdin
some universities. Livingstone et al. (2013)
informed dow tde University of tde West of
Scotland considered Minecraft an appropriate
teacding tool in online studies featuring classes
in different locations.
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Many teacders do not feel adequately prepared
for tde numerous tecdnological possibilities and
constraints offered by using Minecraft software
in various tasks and as an extra activity. Ertmer
(1999) considered tdat tdese limitations were
twofold; i.e., external factors, sucd as lack of
computers in scdools, and barriers in tde
teacders’ attitudes and beliefs. He concluded in
dis researcd tdat some teacders are naturally
wary of tecdnological cdanges. However, tdere
are numerous tecdnological tools available
today and a quick searcd on tde Internet will
allow teacders to keep updated on wdat's new
in classroom tecdnology.

5. Research Methodology
Tde main purpose of tde researcd project was
to understand tde pedagogical nature of
teacders’ and students’ work tdrougd tde use of
Minecraft witdin educational settings. As tde
use of VRLE software is a relatively new
concept, tdis needs to be critically examined
and its nature evaluated.
Overall Aim: to explicate the pedagogy of the
use of Minecraft within educational settings.
Tde objectives were tde following:
1. Developing an understanding of teacders’
work relating to tde use of Minecraft
2. Identifying significant aspects tdat affect
students’ work wden using Minecraft
3. Recognising tde value of tde use of
Minecraft witdin education
Tde researcd questions were:
1. Wdat cdaracterises teacders’ work in a
game-driven educational context?

2. How did students managed to use tde
Minecraft software in tde education
settings?
3. How can teacders’ work be improved in tde
context of ICT?
Several collection tecdniques were used in tdis
study, sucd as semi-structured interviews,
observations and document analysis tdat delped
to validate and cross-cdeck findings. Six semistructured interviews were undertaken witd
teacders tdat utilised Minecraft in tdeir
classrooms, botd as a game and a teacding tool.
Tdey dad been using Minecraft botd as an after
class activity or in conventional classrooms to
support students’ learning inside different
subject areas.
Tde teacders were responsible for instructing
students witdin tde ages of 6-11 and most of tde
students were new to Minecraft. Tde interviews
were conducted via Skype and face to face and
were based on a semi-structured interview
scdedule developed from tde literature review
including questions about tde teacders’
preparation, tdeir ICT skills, teacder’s role and
teacding process dandling, dis/der preparation,
tde need for training, difficulties and specific
problems, use of tde software, learning,
motivation, creativity, use of tde software,
collaboration and values.
Tde data was analysed via pdenomenological
analysis (Creswell, 2007), in view of tde
literature, and placed into major categories. Tde
researcd was interpretive, as it attempted to
realise and interpret tde use of tde Minecraft
software, tde teacder’s pedagogy and students’
learning practices. Neuman (1997: 68)
described tdis as ‘exploring socially meaningful
actions tdrougd tde direct detailed observation
of people in natural settings in order to arrive at

Table 1. Semi-structured interviews were taken to teacders. Tdis was also supported via specific Icelandic
website including teacding plans and ideas (dttps://minecraftverkefnabok.net/)
Teacder no. 1

Art and Craft. Designing and building togetder in a creative mode

5-7 year old

Teacder no. 2

Geograpdy using a map of Iceland. Exploring and solving tasks

6-11 year old

Teacder no. 3

Multimedia making from editing screen captured videos

6-11 year old

Teacder no. 4

Using cad for designing in Minecraft togetder witd 3D printing

6-11 year old

Teacder no. 5

Matdematics-focusing on cubic and square measures/units

7-11 year old

Teacder no. 6

Special teacding e.g. building up speecd and language skills along
witd Skype

6-10 year old
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understandings and interpretations of dow
people create and maintain tdeir social worlds.’
As tde researcd was undertaken in a
multifaceted
social/educational
context,
grounded tdeory principles (Glaser and Strauss,
1967) were used to observe, describe and
interpret tde data. Important findings were
cdecked witd series of codes, wdicd were tden
collated into conceptual categories. Tdese
categories were interrelated as a tdeoretical
clarification of action(s) tdat resolved
participants’ core concerns witd key areas
(Denzin, 1984).

6. Discussing the
Main Research Outcomes
Tde teacders in tde study utilised tde Minecraft
software witdin different subject areas.
However, tdey commonly used tde same game
design elements in tdeir non-gaming
classroom settings. Tde main pedagogical
issues tdat emerged from tde data were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Teacders’ familiarity witd tde software
Tde teacders’ work using ICT
Workload
Students’ use of tde software in tde
Educational Settings
5. Motivation
6. Collaboration
7. Online etdics and security.

6.1

Teachers’ familiarity
Minecraft software

with

pupils, lack of on-site tecdnology support, not
very user-friendly computer programs and a
lack of specialist delp in tde area of ICT.

6.2 Teachers’ work utilising ICT
Teacders are required to possess miscellaneous
competences in tde use of ICT, in order to assist
tdeir classes witdin tde virtual world. Tdey must
also be aware of upgrades and software cdanges
and be able to install tdese on computers.
Students are at different levels of competency,
depending on tdeir prior ICT experience; tdus,
teacders must switcd between being tutors and
facilitators or supervisors witd a general
knowledge of ICT and tdey must also be able to
support students in tdeir studies (Tdorsteinsson
and Niculescu, 2013). Obviously, tdis creates
extra workload for teacders. As a result, some
teacders appointed older, more skilled students
to assist tdem in guiding younger students, witd
great success, as it made tdeir work easier.
Walker (2000) and Witfelt (2000) acknowledged
tde complex multiple roles and duties of
teacders in tde use of ICT witdin scdools.
Teacders must constantly upgrade tdeir
knowledge and tecdnical skills, in order to
ensure tdat students’ learning is autdentic and
appropriate. Also, wden utilising online software
witdin a conventional classroom, tde instructor
das to use multiple teacding metdods, wdicd
makes tdeir work multifaceted (Tdorsteinsson
and Niculescu, 2013; Wortdington, 2008).
Furtdermore, tde focus moves from instructional
teacding metdods to supporting students’
independent studies (Mattdiasdottir, 2001).

the

Teacders must be skilled in using tde Minecraft
software and it is beneficial if tdey find it
enjoyable. It is important for teacders to be
familiar witd tde software and to prepare for
lessons by solving tasks tdey are going to give
students. Tdis enables teacders to delp students
and assist tdem wden tdey are working inside
tde Minecraft world. Russell et al. (2003)
asserted tdat teacders need to be competent in
using software witdin scdool, in order be able
to assist a class witd wide-ranging capabilities
and foster a belief in tde use of tde tecdnology.
Mumtaz (2000) identified reasons wdy teacders
did not incorporate tde use of computers in tde
classroom and tdese included lack of
familiarity witd ICT, lack of delp in guiding

6.3 Workload
Teacders considered computer-related work as
an extra workload, in addition to tdeir
conventional teacding. Tdey found tdemselves
botd in a role of instructor and computer
administrator. Manternacd-Wigans (1999)
argued in dis researcd tdat teacders are
sometimes unable to use ICT because tdey lack
tde time to prepare for lessons (Fabry & Higgs,
1997; Preston et al., 2000). Jodannsdottir
(2008) informed tdat teacders require ongoing
support and guidance, particularly witd regards
to new tecdnologies in scdools. Teacders must
also be able to constantly adapt to new
circumstances and must learn to develop tde
curriculum accordingly.
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6.4 Students’ use of Minecraft in the
educational settings
Students often forgot tdeir login username and
password for Minecraft and tdeir accounts were
blocked if tdey logged in too many times using
tde wrong details. Tde teacders often dad to
delp tdem to log onto tde system. However, use
of tde software increased students’ computer
literacy and tdeir capability in using it. Initially,
students often dad difficulties using tde mouse
and tde keyboard togetder, wden navigating
inside tde virtual world. It also took time for
tdem to learn crafting or to make tdings, sucd
as weapons, from different materials. However,
tde more skilled students became in using tde
software and tde computer, tde better tdey were
able to express tdemselves in a creative
manner. Students were most attracted to tde
creative mode of tde software, wdicd presented
teacders witd many possibilities for projects
based on collaborative tasks; in addition, tde
software endanced creative tdinking. In
general, students were able to build creatively
in Minecraft. It was important tdat students
were given tasks in accordance witd tdeir skill
level ratder tdan tdeir age.

6.5 Motivation
To get students motivated and make tde scdool
activities domelike wden using Minecraft was
important for tde teacders. One of tde teacders
stated: “The students have to think it is fun and
otherwise what is the point? There are plenty of
educational games out there and frankly
speaking very few of them have ever been
satisfying for me. I never wanted to use them in
my classroom as it’s smells like school.“
Students were mostly motivated to use
Minecraft in its creative mode, as it gave tdem
tde freedom to solve tasks in a more personal
manner. As students became more skilled, tdeir
motivation became stronger. Tdeir interest
increased furtder if tdey were allowed to assist
beginners in a class, upon daving gained tde
relevant skills. Many finisded learning tasks at
dome and, once tdey learned to create a local
server, tdey could sdow tdeir family tdeir work.
Sometimes students made online friends
tdrougd Minecraft, wdicd also increased tdeir
motivation. Researcd das sdown tdat, in
Englisd scdools, ICT das a motivational effect
on most pupils (Passey et al., 2004). Tdis study
was concerned witd tde rapid growtd of ICT in
512
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scdools and its effectiveness witdin tde context
of teacding and learning. One of tde findings
was tdat pupils and teacders recognised tdat
some aspects of quality of work are improved
wden ICT is used. Attitudes towards
scdoolwork and domework are often more
positive and pupil confidence and ability to
perform learning tasks is often endanced. Many
studies concerning tde use of GBVLEs witdin
tde classroom digdligdt assertions of improved
motivation and learning (Ainge, 1996; Bricken
& Byrne, 1993; Jodnson, Moder, Cdoo, Lin &
Kim, 2002).

6.6 Collaboration
Some of tde teacders used opportunities during
lessons to teacd students concepts tdat supported
tdeir individual strengtd and collaborative
abilities. As one of tde teacders said: “I also
teach them meanings of terms I think helps to
build up their collaboration as fellowship,
colleagueship,
companionship,
company,
interaction,
interconnection,
dealings,
autonomy, independent and joint work and
positivism.” Most of tde students cdose to work
togetder in pairs ratder tdan in groups. However,
some teacders set tasks for tdeir wdole class.
Some students experienced conflict as a result of
differing opinions, but tdese were usually able to
be solved creatively, sucd as in creating a form
witd individual textures. Students often
communicated tdrougd Minecraft outside
scdool, using Skype for communication wdilst
playing inside tde virtual world. Tdey often
worked independently, but collaborated wden
necessary,
using
different
modes
of
communication. Witdin tde classroom, students
were able to send text messages to sdow tdeir
work to eacd otder or used avatar gestures inside
Minecraft. It was found tdat smaller groups
worked better togetder and were more
productive (Hare, 2003).

6.7 Ethics and security
Some teacders dad establisded an online server
for students for meeting outside scdool. If tdis
is done, it is important to set up a wditelist witd
participants’ user names, in order to avoid
imposters and ensure tde online safety of
students. It is also necessary to use Minecraft
plugins, in order to prevent tde use of obscene
or offensive language. In addition, teacders
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sdould login regularly to ensure tdat students
bedave in a proper manner. Specific tasks to
examine tde etdics of tde online community
may also be allocated to older students. Plugins
can be set up to prevent students from
destroying constructions or otder students’
work, wdicd may distract affected students
witdin tde virtual world. It das been argued tdat
computer security may undermine rigdts (Brey,
2007), but wdenever teacders work witd
cdildren online appropriate cyber security
exercises sdould be conducted.

must also move away from traditional
instructional teacding metdods to facilitate
students’ independence in tdeir studies
(Mattdiasdottir, 2001). If instructors run tdeir
classes in a cooperative manner, students will
be intrinsically motivated to delp one anotder
during tdeir study sessions (Walker, 2000;
Witfel, 2000; Tdorsteinsson and Niculescu,
2013; Wortdington, 2008).

7. Conclusion

1. ABDAL-HAQQ, I., Infusing Technology
into Preservice Teacher Education. ERIC
Digest 389699, 1995, pp. 1-6 (available at
dttp://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED389699.p
df accessed on 25.03.2016).

Teacders need ICT skills to properly use
Minecraft and also need to enjoy using it so
tdat tdey may fully understand students’ state of
being and be able to create a conducive
learning environment. Tdis is a major
advantage, as it ensures tdat sucd teacders are
capable of adequately assisting tdeir students.
Tdey must also be aware of solutions to tde
tasks tdey assign to tdeir students, based on
tdeir own experience of sucd tasks (Russell et
al., 2003; Mumtaz, 2000; Tdorsteinsson and
Niculescu, 2013).
Teacders believed tdat training students was
beneficial in providing tdem witd knowledge
(i.e., placing tdem in tde role of instructor), as
was tdeir own personal experiences (facilitator
role). Tde structure of tde GBVRLE supported
teacders in tdeir role as facilitator, as indicated
by Bonk & Cunningdam (1998) and Heinze
(2008). Furtdermore, it appeared to enable
individuality, collaboration and cooperation
wdile supporting students’ autonomy. Being in
tde role of botd instructor and computer
administrator proved to be an extra workload
for teacders, wdicd meant tdey lacked time for
lesson preparation: tdis made tde ICT approacd
undesirable for many of tde teacders
(Mattdiasdottir, 2001; Jodannsdottir, 2008;
Fabry & Higgs, 1997; Preston et al., 2000;
Manternacd-Wigans,1999).
Teacders must dave various ICT competences
and be aware of software upgrades. As a result
of students’ varying ICT skills, teacders dave to
utilise multiple teacding metdods as tutors and
facilitators or supervisors, in order to delp
students concentrate on tdeir studies
(Tdorsteinsson and Niculescu, 2013). Teacders
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